
H2H Network 
Haiti support package
The H2H Network has activated its fund to 
provide rapid funding for specialized member 
agencies to strengthen the response, building 
on local capacities, knowledge and expertise. 
Five specialized H2H Network member agencies 
will support strategic security decision-making, 
mapping, AAP mechanisms (Accountability to 
Affected Populations), community dialogue and 
communication. The H2H Haiti support package is 
now fully operational and project activities will be 
completed by end of January 2022. 

As part of the funded package, services are 
freely available to all responders.

The network and its fund are supported by UK aid 
from the UK government. The network is hosted by 
the Danish Refugee Council. 
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H2H Network Haiti support package

For further information, contact info@h2hnetwork.org.

Join our Network
h2hnetwork.org

Who? What and where? Contact

Ground Truth Solu-
tions (GTS)

Providing operational agencies working in response 
to the recent earthquake with actionable recom-
mendations based on feedback from the affected 
population. Focusing on the most hit areas of Nippes, 
Sud, and Grand Anse, GTS will seek both quantitative 
and qualitative feedback from affected people in the 
region to enable responders to be accountable to the 
communities they seek to serve.

Nick van Praag
Nick@groundtruthso-
lutions.org

Rieke Vingerling
Rieke@groundtruthso-
lutions.org

CDAC Network and 
Translators Without 
Borders (TWB) 

Embedding the Haiti earthquake emergency response 
into existing systems for community dialogue and 
communication to enhance accountability.

FanMan Tsang
fanmantsang@cdac-
network.org

Insecurity Insight Providing aid-sector tailored predictive situation 
analysis to support aid agencies’ strategic security 
decision-making on operations in Haiti and enable 
better access to beneficiaries. The information will be 
publicly available on various platforms such as Relief-
web, the Humanitarian Data Exchange (HDX) website 
and the Insecurity Insight and H2H Network websites.

Christina Wille
christina.wille@insecu-
rityinsight.org

Humanitarian Open-
StreetMap Team 
(HOT)

HOT will crowdsource strategic open data sets to 
improve Haitian’s ability to respond to the 7.2 Earth-
quake there by increasing their community resilience 
and wellbeing. Supported by HOT’s activities, the local 
operational partner, COSMHANNE will leverage its 
volunteer capacity to collect data, map affected areas, 
and enhance remote mapping by incorporating local 
knowledge.

Antoni Ros Martinez 
Antoni.RosMartinez@
hotosm.org 

Paul Uithol
Paul.Uithol@hotosm.
org 
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H2H Network 
Getting more to 
people in need 
At H2H Network we work to improve the 
effectiveness and efficiency of humanitarian 
action. 

We assess humanitarian crises to define the type 
of response needed. We then coordinate specific 
network members to quickly provide relevant 
services to the humanitarian crisis. The network’s 
services are easily accessible to all responders. 

We have responded to crises including Nagorno-
Karabakh, Covid-19, Cyclone Idai, Ebola in DRC, 
internal displacement in Burkina Faso and 
humanitarian emergency in Tigray, Ethiopia.

H2H Network members are expert and 
independent.

Together we help the humanitarian sector evolve 
and cope with the changing scale and nature 
of humanitarian crises. We address sector-wide 
issues including the collection, management and 
analysis of data, community engagement, security 
management, logistics, accountability, standards 
and localization.
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